Notice of Indictment of crimes against humanity and the economic
terrorist attack and genocide agenda perpetrated on the United
Kingdom
As a standing MP your party has openly supported an economic terrorist
attack on the United Kingdom by supporting ministers acting dishonestly
and Ultra Vires to destroy the country’s ability to defend itself from this
attack by implementing rules that have devastating and long term
implications, which in addition disable any form of resistance to their crimes
breaching all other primary legislation. This action combined serves to
assist the subterfuge of the known asymmetrical attack on our countries.
Your party`s full support of the deployment of 5G (DEW) a direct energy
weapon system on the streets of the United Kingdom and the UN resilient
SMART City agenda to reduce Carbon dioxide emissions that increases
the biological life threatening toxic untested unregulated uninsurable
radiation densification in breach of the 2012 Social Care Act. This illegal,
unlawful increase in radiation pollution has been planned to utilize the
known contaminated vaccination (Bio weapon) to increase the toxicity of
the radiation pollution using metal nano particulates and various pathogens
that are activated using electromagnetic radiation frequencies. The
deployment and agenda is in breach of a number of domestic and
international laws and is a well-planned mass genocide that includes your
family, friends and constituents. The depopulation agenda of the five eyes
Countries in particular are part of a China based drive to pursue a
communist takeover of the democracies across the west while creating the
financial dependency on the attacker all required to control and subdue the
western capitalist economic system and its ability to resist their military and
technological might.
Your possible ignorance of this well planned attack on the country by
foreign forces, might explain your inability to contribute to the stopping of it.
You might for example be unaware of China grooming British elites
through the 48 Group as well as the dissemination of propaganda by
the(WHO) World Health Organisation, as well as subversion by infiltration
through common purpose agents embedded in the NHS, NMC, BBC, PHE,

OFCOM and in various academic institutions that have been shown
fabricating and overstating the virus statistics to terrorize the population
after watching the Vaccine 5G weapon tests in WUHAN China causing
mass casualties and death.
There are concerted efforts by many in these organisations to pervert and
conceal the published peer reviewed science and replace it with pseudoscience all part of their terrorist propaganda to wage a memetic war of
disinformation via social media and the national press in order to discredit
the main scientific consensus on the dangers of untested unlicensed
uninsurable technologies fostered onto populations in breach of the law.
We have the Prima Facie evidence of these crimes against the people
within the planned terroristic agenda supported by your party machine,
which includes strategies which until now you may not have been aware of.
These political strategies are in breach of the 2000 Terrorism act and part 1
of the 2006 Terrorism act.
a.

Part 1 a - Encouragement of terrorism

b.

Dissemination of terrorist publications

c.

Preparation of terrorist acts

d.

Section 9 making and possessions of devices or materials.

e.

Section 11 terrorist threats, relating to devices, materials or facilities.

Agents of the plan outlined, have falsified Corona virus statistics using a
contaminated PCR test that both the official scientists relevant ministers
and test manufacturers have all admitted does not even establish the
presence of the so-called ‘Virus’ whose actual existence has never been
properly established by controlled virological isolation of a purified viral
isolate. This strategy has been used as a false basis to shut down the
country as part of the 201 pre-planned lock step lock down agenda. An
agenda calculated to destroy the country’s economy to shut down the legal
system to stymie all potential redress while simultaneously attacking our
democracy, legal rights and freedoms. You have been told this lock down is

only a temporary measure until the virus can be contained. This temporary
measure narrative is a deception and you have been lied to. The planned
lock down will not cease until the Country our democracy and laws are
totally destroyed to enable the communist dictatorship and genocide to
occur.
The Executive branch and its foreign supporters including the World
economic Forum (WEF) have lain out their fourth industrial revolution in
2019 a subterfuge to usher in the Fourth Reich by the same financial
supporters of the Third Reich using China as the neo fascist dictatorship
hub for the facilitation of the democratic take down using weaponized
technologies including artificial intelligence advanced robotics, gene editing
technologies that interface with the 5G network to spy, control and attack
the environment and population.
This notice is to inform you of the subterfuge of this well planned and
thought out collective crime in breach of a number of domestic and
international laws as already stated, with a view to the issuing of
international arrest warrants against those who continue their support of
this genocidal agenda on the people of the United Kingdom using the
Police to enforce the illegal and unlawful lockdown and destruction of the
wests economic system.
Key factors in creating pathological blood coagulation (DIC) and lung
disease (SARS – COV) are Radiation pollution and lower Oxygen intake,
both of which detrimentally affect the immune system.
The mask wearing dictate has no robust scientific basis to its introduction
and no known safety benefits to the population only the opposite as it
inhibits Oxygen. Masks in relation to virus size have no safety benefit to the
wearer. The virus particulates are smaller than the smallest mesh size of
the best masks so masks only create a false sense of health security. The
masks are advocated under the guise of a pseudo -science agenda of
agents operating without question in government and media organisations
to cause sickness across the country increasing pneumonia and corona
virus symptoms.

Microwave radiation is a known immune system suppressor. In addition
microwave radiation triggers the same kinase pathways to cell morbidity as
viruses can trigger – the symptoms being the same are wrongly attributed
to corona virus statistics as the post mortems results of victims confirm the
radiation pollution link.
The discovered nano metal contaminants in vaccines increase the toxicity
of this radiation due to their localised antenna radiation and their dialectic
property effects - bringing about microwave hotspots inside the brains of
victims.
This tyrannical government can only carry on this agenda with your
collaboration and support. You are not immune to the planned agenda and
in fact a target of it. Under their terroristic plan, democracy is dismantled.
The requirement for voting and your contingent position as a representative
of the people you once served to become utterly obsolete.
As a result and in response to this madness truth requires us together to
stymie this Chinese centred subterfuge and its agenda of Genocide. It is
necessary so to encourage you and others in Parliament to resign from
their parties now and join the SaveUsNow party. We know of the system of
control within your party to shut down any opposition to their plan and to
silence you preventing you from speaking out on behalf of your constituents
on these particular matters which is your parliamentary duty.
We are a growing movement of constituents across Great Britain building
our resistance against this terrorist agenda so that we can uphold the rule
of law, save our democracy, our lives, as well as our well fought for
freedoms from the tyranny that has been planned and which is coming if
we don’t stop it.
Your duty as the representative of the people in Parliament is to stand up
against this attack on our democracy. To uphold the rule of law and our
freedoms. If you can’t for whatever reason and we anticipate there may be
some who cannot or will not resist the untruth of this tyranny, then you are
obliged by truth to stand down. If you can and will stand up, then join us
and together we can make a window of opportunity to save the people and

save you from what is coming. It is now time for Great Britain and the Great
British people to secure our unwritten constitution, our laws and to save our
democracy and freedoms.
On behalf of the SaveUsNow party and movement.
Your current constituent. Address _________________________

Signed

